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Abstract 

This paper aims to explore the KA/MA verb class in Budai Rukai, an Austronesian 

language spoken in the south of Taiwan. In several Austronesian languages, this verb 

class is found to encode stative verbs (Blust 2013); therefore, ka- and ma- are often 

viewed as stative marker by previous researches (Zeitoun 2000). However, this form 

and meaning pairing faces incongruity. Some dynamic-like verbs are also found with 

ka- and ma- markers on them. Instead of the stative-dynamic dichotomy, Ross (2015) 

introduces a hierarchy of verb type, in which verbs are classified into 10 types by the 

properties of participant roles. The most agent-like is at the top and the most patient-

like is at the bottom. We find that the KA/Ma verb class in Budai Rukai 

primarily distributes in the more patient-like types, such as involuntary activity, 

mental event, resultative and state. 

This paper will then focus on how reduplication and perfect aspect marker nga- 

distinguish state, resultative, and mental event from one another. As seen in examples 

(1)-(3), the reduplication on the state conveys comparative meaning; the reduplication 

on the resultative expresses that the subjective is being into a state triggered by the 

previous event. And when the mental verb is reduplicated, it indicates the degree of 

mental state. The combination of perfect aspect -nga and reduplication further 

distinguishes these three verb types because of the diverse functions it causes, as 

illustrated in (4)-(6). The combined form on the state expresses superlative meaning. 

The resultative in the combined form emphasizes the subject has “already” been being 

into a state triggered by the previous event. The mental verb, however, cannot be 

reduplicated and combine with -nga at the same time. 

Based on the result we’ve got in Budai Rukai, only state with comparative and 

superlative readings behaves more like adjective-like verb, which coincides with 

previous findings that adjective performs more like a verb rather than like a noun in 

most Oceanic languages (Dixon & Aĭkhenvalʹd 2004). In the end of this paper, 

following Dixon’s adjective classification (2004), 9 of the 13 categories will be 

established in Budai Rukai, while qualification, quantification, position, and cardinal 

number seem not to be in the form of KA/MA verb in Budai Rukai. 
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(1) Reduplication of state: Comparative

ma-lua-lualay-aku ki Muni 

STAT.RLS-RED-young-1S.BN OBL Muni 

‘I am younger than Muni.’ 

(2) Reduplication of resultative: Being into a state triggered by the previous event

ma-pita-pitake ka taludru 

STAT.RLS-RED-break  NOM bridge 

‘The bridge is being collapsed.’ 

(3) Reduplication of mental event: the degree of mental state

ma-valracevace-vace-aku

STAT-hate-RED-1S.BN  

‘I hate (someone or something) very much.’ 

(4) Combined form of State: superlative

kay Laucu ma-ria-ridare-nga ki masiasilange 

NOM Laucu STAT.RLS-RED-fast-PFV OBL classmate 

‘Laucu is the fastest among the classmates.’ 

(5) Combined form of Resultative: has “already” been being into a state triggered

by the previous event

ma-pita-pitake-nga ka taludru 

STAT-RED-break-PFV  NOM bridge 

‘The bridge has been collapsed.’ 

(6) Combined form of Mental event: ungrammatical

*ma-valracevace-vace-nga-aku

STAT.RLS-hate-RED-PFV-1S.BN 
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